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In the Shadows of Apollo: The Space Age Legacies of Dispossession in Hancock County, 
Mississippi 
 
In the Piney Woods of Mississippi, John C. Stennis used political connections to displace 
small communities in a 150,000-acre space in Hancock County, Mississippi for the 
creation of a rocket test facility for NASA. What became the John C. Stennis Space 
Center created a narrative that preached of the benefits of the facility in the region while 
local residents from the displaced communities remember the facility in different terms. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is one of the most 
recognizable federal agencies in modern U.S. history. From NASA-themed merchandise, 
hit songs, television shows, movies, and educational outreach, the agency has become 
synonymous with the benefits of space travel and massive government investment in 
technological innovation. Such investment came with significant costs, only some of 
them financial. Beneath the triumphant tales of space exploration and progress lies a story 
of stifling state power and othering. 
 After its formation in 1958, NASA quickly outgrew early facilities 
commandeered for the agency’s mission and requested new places explicitly designed for 
the demands of its new moon rocket, the Saturn V, which began early-stage development 
between 1960 and 1962.1 One of the most critical new facilities it envisioned was a 
dedicated testing center for the engines designed to propel the rocket into orbit, the 
massive Rocketdyne F-1 and J-2 engines. In comparison, many of NASA’s new space 
centers developed alongside other military projects. Examples of such development 
include the Marshall Space Flight Center on the Army’s Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville, 
Alabama, and Kennedy Space Center adjacent to the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in 
Brevard County, Florida. The new testing center, however, required precise criteria to 
protect infrastructure and residents from acoustical damage.  
 
1 Andrew J. Dunar and Stephen P. Waring, Power to Explore: A History of Marshall Space Flight Center 
1960-1990 (Washington, DC: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, NASA History Office, 
Office of Policy and Plans, 1999), 54. 
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 The proposed testing center’s location requirement criteria precluded its being 
adjacent to an existing military base or a large population center. It required largely 
unpeopled space with large amounts of room to cushion the effects of the engine tests. 
Eventually, based on these requirements, NASA settled on Hancock County, Mississippi, 
for its testing facility. 
 While the test site went by many different names over the years—Mississippi Test 
Operations (MTO), Mississippi Test Facility (MTF), the National Space Technology 
Laboratories (NSTL), and John C. Stennis Space Center, it carried contestation 
throughout. The site’s problematic origins included mis-categorization of the local 
population and a tumultuous process of land acquisition and displacement. 
Simultaneously, political voices facilitated the agency growth that encouraged such an 
approach. Following the test site’s establishment, the agency emphasized enclosure of 
resident-owned property in contested buffer zone spaces. This pattern continued even 
after talks of workforce and operational reductions in the wake of one of NASA’s most 
significant achievements and one of the Gulf’s worst natural disasters. More recently, 
traumatic memories of site management decisions made decades before highlighted 
Hancock County places and the people before NASA came to town. These recollections 
served to remind the public of what was lost, and the true price of test site development. 
Stennis Space Center never existed in an uncontested moment. Even as NASA prepares 
for its largest space project yet—the journey to Mars—Hancock County remains a 
contested space. In a kind of Cold War American paradigm, similar patterns emerged in 
many other sites. Few of these sites, however, can also claim the NASA story as their 
own. 
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 Divided into three chapters, the forthcoming study explores this contested space 
as an example of these paradigms and their patterns of dispossession. The first chapter 
discusses early development in Hancock County, Mississippi, and the political forces 
behind the creation of the test site. It explores how these forces alienated and displaced 
local people. A snapshot of NASA’s apex, the Apollo XI Moon Landing Mission, opens 
the second chapter. This chapter focuses on how local people utilized discussions of 
budget reduction and mothballing to advocate for property returns or increased access 
privileges. The third and final chapter examines the renaming ceremony through which 
the site became Stennis Space Center in 1988. It focuses especially on the ways local 
people remembered the site through oral narratives and traditions. Throughout, this study 
attends closely to Hancock County residents’ experiences. They understood much better 
than anyone the true cost of the NASA test site's development. This story is dedicated to 
these voices and this place. 
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CHAPTER 2.  “WHAT’S GOING TO HAPPEN TO ME?” EARLY DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE JOHN C. STENNIS SPACE CENTER 
 
Figure 1 Land acquisition announcement town hall with Senator John C. Stennis. 
November 1, 1961. 
 
As Senator John C. Stennis (D) descended from the flatbed truck's back after 
giving a triumphal announcement, a woman in a wheelchair approached him. The 
woman, obviously concerned about what she just heard, wanted to ask the Mississippi 
Democrat about the plan to displace over 2,000 people to build a test site for the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration in the predominantly “undeveloped” interior of 
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Hancock County, Mississippi. Leo Seal, Jr., the president of Hancock Bank, recalled the 
encounter and its impact on the Stennis: 
  “He told me there was an elderly woman over in a wheelchair near the 
automobile he was going to leave in and when he went over there he said she called him 
and said, ‘Come here Senator.’ He went over there and she said, ‘I need to ask you one 
question.’ He said, ‘What’s that?” She said, ‘What’s going to happen to me?’ He said he 
was totally unprepared for that. He said he was at a loss for words, but he said it stuck in 
his memory from that point on, because he mentioned it to me on at least one occasion, 
forty years later. He still remembered that elderly lady in that wheelchair saying, ‘What’s 
going to happen to me?’”2 
 
While the woman's identity may never be known, her sentiments resonated among 
residents gathered outside of the Logtown School on All Saints’ Day, November 1, 1961. 
Hesitation, resentment, fear, and various other complex emotions likely raced through 
residents' minds during the public announcement. The federal government stood poised 
to exert displacing power over a local population with deep roots in south Mississippi. 
 Referred to as “a plantation of some 13,500 acres surrounded by a limited-access 
acoustical buffer zone of 128,000 acres,” the facility claimed nearly forty percent of 
Hancock County’s land area and erased homesteads that were as familiar as the family 
names that existed on them for generations. 3 While Senator Stennis claimed displaced 
residents were making a great sacrifice in the name of progress and international prestige, 
he never escaped the memory of the unnamed woman in the wheelchair. The senator 
made lofty promises to that group of people, and they bore the consequences of his 
actions in late 1961. Stennis knew the testing facility took everything from those people. 
He understood that the facility caused irreparable damage to the displaced local residents 
 
2 Leo Seal, Jr., interview with Jeff Broadwater, John C. Stennis Oral History Project, November 1, 1991: 7. 
3 Loyd S. Swenson, “The Fertile Crescent: The South's Role in the American Space Program,” The 
Southwestern Historical Quarterly 71, no. 3 (January 1968): pp. 385. Swenson, Jr. was a professor of 
history at the University of Houston in Texas and authored founding works on the development of the 
space program in the American South. His “Fertile Crescent” article remains one of the major works on the 
impact of aerospace development in the U.S. South. 
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and the communities established over generations of time. Consolation was the only real 
compensation he provided. With their losses in mind, Stennis made a career-spanning 
obligation to the people of Hancock County to keep the new rocket test facility in 
operation.  
 This facility, now known as the John C. Stennis Space Center, has a history full of 
familiar elements.4 The first typical element is a region perceived as “poor” and 
“backward” in the wake of post-World War II economic development. In Hancock 
County as elsewhere, the rural community developed a unique subsistence system that 
went unnoticed beyond the region or was framed as having little value. Next is the 
familiar component of the federal government's need to create a new facility dedicated to 
producing a precise technology. The final familiar element is a political figure using the 
day's rhetoric to bring the boons of a federal facility to the region in hopes of 
“modernizing” the area and quelling criticisms from outside his constituency. Combining 
these elements and putting them alongside larger narratives of federal development in the 
twentieth century and NASA’s Apollo missions' achievements, makes the Hancock 
County story more than simply a local case. Motivated Southern lawmakers looked to 
provide similar outcomes in regions around the South.  They looked for economic 
vehicles to close the gap between the South and other places. Such stories shade the 
history of a region plagued by both its past and its present. Even in the present day, 
looking to the future through development projects continues to be a hope for people and 
a boon for politicians and business owners in the U.S. South.  
 
4 The center also went by many other names throughout its history. Originally called Mississippi Test 
Operations (MTO), the name was then changed to Mississippi Test Facility (MTF) in 1965, then the 
National Space Technology Laboratories (NSTL) in 1974, and finally became the John C. Stennis Space 
Center in 1988. 
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What federal decision-makers failed to notice was how people carved lives and 
whole communities out of a place that already provided them with everything they 
needed. Subsistence and cooperation acted as common threads in these communities and 
lingered in memories of residents recalling their lives in the “Piney Woods” before 
NASA.5 
The perceived urgency of the space program’s jingoistic mission to “beat the 
Soviets” during the 1960s helped NASA and the Corps of Engineers move quickly to 
take land necessary for the facility. With the Soviet Sputnik mission, the boundaries of 
the Cold War expanded to orbit. Many in Washington saw the space game as a 
cornerstone for national security and the preservation of national prestige. But what 
politicians and scientists saw as essential elements of national integrity, residents 
sometimes saw as a political boondoggle. It seemed that politicians used federal projects 
to gain national recognition, as well as to draw federal largesse to what they saw from 
Washington as “underdeveloped” regions in their constituencies. A national narrative of 
space exploration and the Cold War necessity of the missions to land men on the Moon 
erased much of this local tension. The sense of urgency shaded public perceptions of the 
space effort, where before it may have seemed like an industry not fully fleshed out. 
 Bruce Schulman argues many similar points when discussing the exponential 
growth of the military in the South. In contrast to many other regions in the country, the 
South saw a massive increase in federal spending for defense facilities, aerospace 
ventures included. From Texas to Florida, the U.S. government pumped billions of 
dollars into these projects and the communities that supported them. Schulman did not 
 
5 Nollie W. Hickman, Mississippi Harvest: Lumbering in the Longleaf Pine Belt, 1840-1915 (Oxford, MS: 
University of Mississippi Press, 1962). 
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tackle the way that development transformed (and ultimately devastated) societies that 
were there well before the bulldozers came.6 
 This chapter examines the initial development of the Mississippi Test Facility 
from NASA’s inception in the late 1950s to the first engine test at the test facility in 
1966, and how that development challenged the narrative of federal development in the 
Deep South. The immediacy of the Sputnik crisis facilitated the creation of a consolidated 
federal agency dedicated solely to aeronautics and space activities that were not for 
defense purposes.7 Because of the need to facilitate larger projects of the space program 
like NASA’s Apollo Program and other future exploration missions, the agency's 
expanded production and testing facilities almost requested themselves. One of the keys 
to this chain of space-race development was a dedicated testing facility. In 1961, an ad 
hoc site selection committee decided on an area to place the facility. While many of the 
local people saw it as a unnecessary move because of the site’s proximity to other, 
uninhabited areas where the space program could move in uninterrupted by the costly 
eminent domain process, the American public saw it in a different light—as a necessity to 
challenge the Soviets in a race to the Moon.8 
 Historian Howard McCurdy notes how scientific NASA management, during the 
early period of the massive Apollo undertaking, developed an “aura of competence” that 
swayed the American public’s image in their favor. While Corps of Engineers bulldozers 
plowed down the homes of Hancock County residents, the American people saw the 
 
6 Bruce J. Schulman, From Cotton Belt to Sunbelt: Federal Policy, Economic Development, and the 
Transformation of the South, 1938-1980 (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1994). 
7 National Aeronautics and Space Act, July 29, 1958, 42 U.S.C. ch. 26 § 2451. Retrieved from: 
https://history.nasa.gov/spaceact.html 
8 According to the site selection committee’s initial survey of potential testing sites, three other potential 
sites existed outside of New Orleans that were within 50 miles of Michoud Assembly Facility, and another 
two, potentially viable, sites within 100-mile proximity at Morgan City, LA and Pascagoula, MS. 
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construction of massive test stands for the race to the Moon as a national asset operated 
by some of the nation’s brightest minds.9 At the time, the test stands were the most 
massive structures in Mississippi and represented to many a positive change in 
Mississippi character. To some, the site expressed hope for a new future centered on the 
industry of space exploration and the futuristic ideas that would come with it. In contrast, 
others, much closer to the actual construction, saw the site as yet another example of an 
interloping, monolithic federal government that only sought to exploit the people and the 
land of south Mississippi.10 
  
 
9 Howard E. McCurdy, Space and the American Imagination (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution 
Press, 2011). 
10 Richard Paul and Steven Moss, We Could Not Fail: The First African Americans in the Space 
Program (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2016).This discussion centered around the ways in which 
lead scientists of the space project, such as Wernher von Braun, forced social change in cities like 
Huntsville and Houston. The clearest indicator of this change was reversals of racial segregation policies in 
such cities. 
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2.1 “WE SHALL GO TO THE MOON” 
 
 On the night of October 4, 1957, the Kazakhstan desert rumbled to life as the 
Soviet Union launched the first of the Sputnik satellites from its launch facilities in 
Tyruatam. The launch was the proverbial “shot heard around the world” that challenged 
America to a race to space.11 While many Americans saw the space race as a defeat in the 
wake of Soviet technical superiority, the calls for an American response displayed the 
fractured front of 1950s American society. Military-industrial advocates called to respond 
to the perceived nuclear threat such satellites could pose to the American mainland. In 
contrast, social and educational advocates saw the research potential in an American 
counterpart in orbit. Meanwhile, the American public’s perceptions of the Soviet 
achievements spiraled wildly from day to day, depending on the reports from newspapers 
and official announcements. Likewise, many of those announcements from media and 
politicians originated from a whirlpool of opinions and split-second decisions to counter 
the Soviets as they continued to launch subsequent Sputnik missions.12 
 Many Americans believed the nation had to counter the Soviet launches and 
establish itself as an equal (or better) competitor in the space race. Yet early American 
efforts ended in second place at best, catastrophic failure at worst. The first attempt at an 
American satellite launch, the Navy’s Vanguard program, was a complete failure. 
Motivated by the international image of a slipping American space effort and rushed to 
try and offset the shock of the Soviet launch, the rocket ignited and lifted for seconds, 
 
11 Walter A. McDougall, ...The Heavens and the Earth: A Political History of the Space Age (New York, 
NY: Basic Books, 1984), 145. 
12 McDougall, 142-143. 
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only to stumble onto the pad with an explosion, sending the satellite just hundreds of feet 
away—a far cry from its intended target. 
  While the Navy’s failure loomed large in the public eye, it was the Army’s 
Redstone rocket, developed by the German rocketeer team that developed the V-2 
weapon during World War II, which would finally place American equipment in low-
Earth orbit. The leading architect behind this endeavor (and the V-2) was German 
rocketeer Wernher von Braun. Von Braun not only sent up the Explorer I satellite 
promptly, he also garnered the trust of officials in control of America’s aerospace 
interests.13 The launch immediately gave him legitimacy where there was none with other 
military programs, and he quickly became the American symbol of success in space.14 
 Stationed out of the Army’s Ballistic Missile Agency in Huntsville, Alabama, von 
Braun and his team of German rocket scientists were a considerable asset for the Army’s 
ballistic missile program and the Huntsville community. Huntsville was situated in an 
area not yet recognized for its industrial capacity or a progressive, modern society 
founded on scientific industry. The decision to place the Army’s rocketry program there 
came mainly from political backroom dealings with infamous Southern Democratic 
senators like Alabama’s Lister Hill and John Sparkman. These Southern senators looked 
to fashion the missile facility out of a closed weapons factory. They infused new jobs into 
the area after losing the original facility at the end of World War II and spurred similar 
developments across the region.15 
 
13 Douglas Brinkley, American Moonshot: John F. Kennedy and the Great Space Race (New York, NY: 
Harper, 2019). 
14 Michael J. Neufeld, Von Braun: Dreamer of Space, Engineer of War (New York, NY: Vintage, 2008). 
American Moonshot. 
15 Matthew L. Downs, Transforming the South: Federal Development in the Tennessee Valley, 1915-
1960 (Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State University Press, 2014). 
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 The successful Explorer I launch not only demonstrated the prowess of the 
Army’s ballistic missile team to launch payloads into orbit, it also showed the need for a 
new organizational structure for American aerospace endeavors in the future. If the 
United States was going to “compete” with the Soviets, the government had to have a 
substantial commitment to space exploration coming from a centralized space agency. 
Thanks to the urgency following the Sputnik launch, a debate broke out in both houses of 
Congress. Some supported the space program wholeheartedly, while others criticized it as 
a drain on resources for more critical social issues. They feared it would take away much-
needed money from things like social welfare issues that many northern Democrats and 
Republicans hoped to address in the near future.16 By 1958, regardless of the backlash, 
President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed the National Aeronautics and Space Act, which 
created a federal agency solely dedicated to American exploration of space, the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).17 
 The creation of a federal agency for space exploration also meant the 
consolidation of many civilian and military assets already dedicated to spaceflight that 
included infrastructure and capital for subsequent projects. While NASA received limited 
support during the last year of Eisenhower’s presidency, newly-elected Democratic 
President John F. Kennedy took the space issue to an entirely different level. Because of 
the changing political landscape surrounding space exploration, Kennedy made it an 
essential plank in his election platform to provide NASA with the necessary support for 
expanding space initiatives. Along with the precipitous rise in NASA’s resources and 
 
16 Gil Scott-Heron, “Whitey on the Moon,” track 9 on Small Talk on 125th and Lenox, Flying Dutchman 
Records, 1970. Many lawmakers share Scott-Heron’s criticisms of the space program and use similarly 
described social situations as means to levy criticism towards NASA. 
17 National Aeronautics and Space Act. 
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mission parameters came the need for increased infrastructure for a growing federal 
agency requiring its own facilities. Kennedy’s ultimate goal, landing men on the moon by 
the end of the 1960s, required an extensive overhaul of contemporary aerospace facilities 
and the creation of new ones.18 The agency’s moon mission and its new human 
spaceflight-dedicated vehicle, the Saturn V, became the clarion call for mobilization. 
Von Braun and his Huntsville team were ultimately responsible for developing 
the new moon rocket. As ready as the German rocket team was, though, the Saturn V was 
a feat of engineering that put developers in a precarious situation. No previous aerospace 
engineering project rivaled the enormity of the new rocket. Many of the facilities, built 
during earlier periods of amateur rocketry and smaller-scale missile testing, were not 
capable of manufacturing and testing the complex equipment required for the Saturn V. 
So, the agency looked to other places to produce and test the vehicle components. Tied to 
this search was also growing speculation from government officials that the rocket 
launches would occur at a much quicker pace than previous projects. These more 
frequent launches, mixed with much larger and much more powerful equipment, required 
an assessment and overhaul of NASA's existing facilities. To overcome these 
technological hurdles, NASA had to establish several new facilities, including a 
manufacturing facility outside of New Orleans, the Michoud Assembly Facility (MAF).  
Much like any other defense plant of the era, various factors came into the 
selection of MAF’s location. The water connection proved especially important. It 
allowed NASA to ship equipment by barge directly from Marshall Space Flight Center’s 
location on the Tennessee River, over to the Mississippi River, and down to the Michoud 
 
18 John F. Kennedy, “Address at Rice University on the National Space Effort,” September 12, 1962. Held 
at John F. Kennedy Space Effort Speech at Rice University Records, 1961-1962, Rice University Archives 
Woodson Research Center Fondren Library, Rice University. 
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plant.19 From that location, massive NASA-owned barges could move equipment back to 
Huntsville for further modifications or load it onto a more massive ship for oceanic 
transport, through the Gulf of Mexico and around Florida's tip to launch complexes at 
Cape Canaveral on Florida’s Atlantic coast. The missing piece in the production chain of 
the Saturn V development loop was a facility that politicians deemed necessary for 
increased testing of flight hardware for the more frequent launches of a much more 
powerful rocket.  
 
Figure 2 Map of barge and steamship routes used for NASA's water transportation 
systems for Saturn V support. Mid-late 1960s. 
 
 
19 The connection to the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway, once it was completed in 1984, also provided a 
crucial alternative water transportation route. 
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 Before the question of increased testing infrastructure came into the discussion, 
Marshall Space Flight Center was the site of much of the testing for preceding missile 
programs and had the appropriate infrastructure and personnel to handle the situation. But 
because of the new lunar target, increased launch schedule, increased threat of damage to 
the expanding city of Huntsville by engine acoustics, and a more powerful engine, NASA 
looked elsewhere. Even at test levels in 1961, engineers saw the threat of auditory 
damage and established a new set of criteria for the test site they would need to continue 
testing the new engines. 
 Reverberations from engine testing were not unheard of in Huntsville. In fact, 
these had become commonplace and were seen as a mark of progress for the city’s 
residents in the earlier missile testing stages. But the soul-shaking vibrations of F-1 and J-
2 engines rattled Huntsville homes and businesses to the extreme when tested at 
maximum output. The larger F-1 engine (designated for the first stage, initial launch), 
capable of producing 1.5 million pounds of thrust, shook pictures off walls and plates out 
of cabinets. The J-2 engine, capable of 225,000 pounds of thrust, was attached to the 
second stage--also no small matter. Local news coverage of the events trickled in as 
testing became more common.20 Testing one of these powerful engines alone was a 
daunting task that caused damage. On the Saturn V, engines were grouped into “clusters” 
of five engines per stage on the first and second stages. These clusters caused untold 
levels of sound pollution. 
 
20 Courtney G. Brooks, James M. Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swenson, Chariots for Apollo: A History of 
Manned Lunar Spacecraft (Washington, DC: NASA, Scientific and Technical Information Branch, 1979), 
50-53. 
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To establish a new site to test these clusters, NASA launched an “ad hoc” site 
selection committee.  It would determine the area to place the facility based on criteria 
established by a mix of scientists, engineers, managers, and real estate experts. The 
committee created a laundry list of potential site criteria: water access for barges, solid 
soil foundation, around 8,000 acres for facilities, around 150,000 acres of uninhabited 
space for an “acoustical buffer zone” to absorb the test vibrations, and “considerable 
expansion capability.” The wish list also included access to utilities and adequate 
supporting communities (within 50-mile commuting distance), though a “sparsely 
populated” area was preferred. Finally, regional proximity to the Huntsville facility and 
local proximity to Michoud would cut down on transport costs and dovetail with most of 
the preexisting development and launch infrastructure. In 1959, the committee started 
looking for sites based on these criteria. From Alabama, Georgia, Texas, Louisiana, and 
Mississippi, NASA looked across the South to see which place best fit the new facility's 
role. Seeing an opportunity, Mississippi Senator John C. Stennis looked to capitalize on 
the space push and the call for a new facility; he advocated for a site in his home state.21 
 Senator Stennis’ motivation was two-fold. He was a senator from a state largely 
perceived as “backward” and had to make new jobs that were accessible and attractive to 
the people of Mississippi and the rest of the country.22 By inviting the facility's 
construction and the introduction of the space program to Mississippi, Stennis looked to 
 
21 Stennis Space Center Historical Records Collection, NASA, National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration Launch Vehicle Test Site Evaluation, by Ad Hoc Site Selection Committee, August 26, 
1961, 11-13. 
22 Ted Ownby, American Dreams in Mississippi: Consumers, Poverty & Culture, 1830-1998 (Chapel Hill, 
NC: The University of North Carolina Press, 1999). From Cotton Belt to Sunbelt. Federal Reserve Bank of 
Atlanta, Review of Mississippi’s Economy, 1960-1972, (Atlanta, GA: Federal Reserve), 1973. University of 
Mississippi Bureau of Business Research, Five Brief Studies for Mississippi Business Men (Oxford, MS: 
University of Mississippi), 1942. Mississippi Board of Development, Mississippi America’s State of 
Opportunity (Jackson, MS: Mississippi Board of Development), 1944. 
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capitalize on it like many of his Democratic compatriots. By centralizing in the South, 
NASA championed the image of “modernizing” the region, and many of the Southern 
Democrats wanted to use it to their advantage. Like rural electrification and the military-
industrial complex before it, NASA would carry Mississippi into the present and launch it 
to the future. Senators much like Stennis, such as Florida’s Donald Fuqua, Sparkman in 
Alabama, and Lyndon Johnson from Texas, all used the space program to place massive 
NASA facilities in their constituencies. Stennis wanted the same for Mississippi.  
This interest also drew from Stennis’ connections to committee work. As a 
member of the Senate’s Armed Services Committee, Stennis saw and heard the 
possibilities for aerospace's future across these other constituencies and wanted the same 
benefits for his own. There was opposition to the idea of a Mississippi facility, however, 
as Senator Robert Kerr from Oklahoma wanted a space facility in his state. Unlike his 
Southern counterparts, Kerr was an ardent supporter from a place primarily considered 
outside of the region that now began to localize space exploration. An early advocate for 
the creation of NASA and the other space initiatives, Kerr looked to at least have one 
facility in his home state to honor his dedication to the aerospace cause, and the test 
facility looked to be the prime candidate. In Kerr’s mind, Oklahoma—seen by many as 
“wide, flat, and empty,” was a perfect place to put the facility.23 Because of proximity to 
the other facilities and the push by both Stennis and Mississippi representative William 
“Bill” Colmer (D), the committee chose a site much closer to home for NASA. 
 During the post-war years, the public, much like Stennis, saw federal largesse as 
an opportunity to escape the backward stereotype and receive an ever-valuable, 
 
23 Interview with Steve Grafton, John C. Stennis Oral History Project, Mississippi State University, 
September 26, 1991, p. 12. 
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government-subsidized industry. One of the most lucrative sectors following the war was 
the defense industry. Galvanized by the increasing threat of the arms race with the Soviet 
Union, the defense industry grew exponentially, and Mississippi published accounts, 
brochures and handouts to advocate for many of the perks of having a federal facility 
come to the state.24 
 In 1961, NASA officially designated the Mississippi site in Hancock County for 
rocket testing. With the help of the Army Corps of Engineers, developers almost 
immediately began surveying the area. To properly construct its facilities, NASA relied 
on the Corps to research and acquire the land and pick contractors to fulfill the project. 
Von Braun hand-picked the project's supervisors: Karl Heimburg, a chief director of 
facilities during the German rocket team’s V-2 program and trusted colleague, and 
Captain William C. Fortune, an American naval aircraft engineer during World War II, 
became the top two names of the new site. While both worked for NASA, they differed 
significantly on the Mississippi undertaking. Many, including Fortune, saw it as 
necessary for the space program and “civilizing” to the region. Heimburg, however, saw 
the facility as a detriment to NASA’s effectiveness in its testing procedures and, more 
importantly, to the agency’s budget.25 
  
 
24 American Dreams in Mississippi. 
 
25 Captain William C. Fortune, interview with Dr. Charles Bolton, Stennis Space Center Oral History 
Project, September 16, 1993: 14. Karl Heimburg, interview with Andrew Dunar and Stephen Waring, 
Marshall Space Flight Center History Project, May 2, 1989: 12. 
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2.2 THE ROSE BEFORE THE THORN  
 
 
Figure 3 H. Weston Lumber Company Mill. Pre-NASA, date unknown. 
 
Before the space program came to Hancock County in 1961, the region was what 
many people considered “backward.” It lacked a significant modernizing economic 
vehicle to push what were former logging communities into the modern era. During the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Gulf Coast's longleaf pine forests were the 
heart of Hancock County’s economy. Like the Poitevant and H. Weston companies, large 
timber companies moved into the region, pushing indigenous peoples and coastal pirates 
out of the area. The timber companies not only acquired massive tracts of land that 
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encompassed much of the county’s interior space, they also brought in a variety of 
industries to support their harvest of the virgin pine forests. 
Large mill towns like Gainesville and Logtown popped up along the Jordan River, 
a tributary of the Pearl River, to process the enormous logs brought from timberlands and 
ship them out via the Pearl River to the Mississippi River, and down to New Orleans. In 
those towns, and others like them, a variety of supporting infrastructure emerged around 
the mills, including banks, ice plants, theaters, hotels, and many other contemporary 
comforts of what many at the time would consider a booming economy.  
Along with the county's expanding markets and industries, women and African 
American workers also found more numerous job opportunities. Their support aided 
Hancock County’s rise from backwater frontier to international timber hub. Countries as 
far away as France and Australia imported Hancock County timber for its quality and 
quantity. While white supervisors dealt with the product, African American men worked 
in the mills. Women worked in places like warehouses and factories, converting the 
lumber into different goods for the market.26 
The population from 1830 to 1930 grew by almost 10,000 people thanks to the 
timber industry. However, just as quickly as the timber industry arrived, it departed, 
leaving behind denuded landscapes. The loss of the timber industry in the interior of 
Hancock County was a decisive blow to the people there, spiritually and economically. 
Records from the time show a sharp incline in death rates of older generations that had 
 
26 Mississippi Harvest. 
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worked at the mills, while younger people moved off to go to school and find jobs that 
were now nonexistent in the county.27 
The Great Depression's effects compounded the economic situation, and the 
county's growth appeared to stagnate and flounder. Other parts of Hancock County 
outside of the interior, such as the Gulf Coast towns of Bay St. Louis and Pass Christian, 
grew during this period, likely due to the burgeoning fishing industry and an influx of 
people from the former timberlands. From the outside looking in, it appeared as though 
living in the timber towns was part of a bygone era. The communities maintained a stable 
core of families that worked together to make living manageable in the former 
timberlands through myriad subsistence strategies. One of the significant ways they could 
accomplish this subsistence was through collective free grazing and utilization of former 
timber resources to produce timber-centric cottage industries. Small industries processing 
leftover pulpwood and mulch, small groceries, and dairies all sprang up where the 
companies left. Likewise, residents capitalized on the gathering traditions of the people 
living there before the timber boom and returned to those ways of life with even more 
enthusiasm.28 
Along with other industries that flew under the detection of outsiders, illicit 
industries, especially moonshine distilling, became a new, cherished part of Hancock 
County’s economy. During the Prohibition years, Hancock County became known as a 
hub of production and transportation of alcohol to other parts of the state and country. 
People looking to profit off of lucrative shipments of rum from Caribbean nations like 
 
27 U.S. Census Bureau, 1830-1960. Population Characteristics. Retrieved from: census.gov, Placide D. 
Nicaise, Seasons of Spring & Summer: Autobiography, Part 1 (Huntsville, AL: Placide D. Nicaise, 2014). 
28 Mississippi Harvest. Samuel Grady Thigpen, A Boy in Rural Mississippi & Other Stories (Picayune, MS: 
Samuel G. Thigpen, 1966). James Keating, “The Timber Industry in Hancock County (1930-2017),” The 
Historian of Hancock County, Hancock County Historical Society, November 2017. 
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Cuba hired blockade runners to take shipments to shore. Likewise, homegrown stills 
produced some of the most highly reputed moonshine across the country. Well after 
Prohibition, moonshining remained in the public consciousness and even made an 
appearance in hometown parades honoring the industries of Hancock County.29 While 
Hancock County continued to thrive in its own way, NASA’s site selection committee 
searched for viable test sites. 
By the time of the site selection committee’s choice to place the facility in 
Hancock County in 1961, it still appeared to outsiders that the lumber towns were not 
recovering from the companies' loss. The perceived lack of growth in the county’s 
interior gave local business owners and government officials the political momentum 
they needed to place the facility on Gainesville's grounds and remove any habitable 
structures from the surrounding area. Stennis’ political sway, and the local booster 
connections he established in the county, presented a compelling case for Hancock 
County, more than likely making the committee’s decision much more straightforward. 
However, some, including Stennis and committee members, noted the problem with the 
site’s placement rested with the communities there. According to reports, there were not 
many people, but the people there lived in a space they associated with generations of 
history and community, with their families and each other.30 In itself, this proved to be a 
massive hurdle for Stennis to overcome in the unveiling process. Selling the idea of the 
test site to residents, Stennis knew, would come at a high cost. But in his view, it had to 
 
29 Cliff Sessions, “Moon Rockets and Moonshiners Neighbors in Hancock County” Moonshiners and 
Moonrockets,” The Delta Democrat-Times (Greenville, MS), November 14, 1961. 
30 National Aeronautics and Space Administration Launch Vehicle Test Site Evaluation, 67-68. 
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be done to bring Hancock County into the Space Age and garner support across 
Mississippi for bringing NASA to the state.31 
The only thing left to do was prepare for the oncoming construction by 
announcing it to the public. October 25, 1961 was the official date of the announcement, 
but this official date conflicted with local accounts. NASA chose to make the 
announcement through newspaper, radio, and television outlets to which many residents 
had no access. According to local accounts, many of the first murmurs about the site’s 
inception came from real estate assessors' glimpses and their equipment on local property 
rather than from press releases. Because of the lack of proper communication between 
NASA, the Corps, and the local people, Senator Stennis was urged to address the issue at 
a public forum. His target audience was the people living in Hancock County who had 
raised complaints against the government’s practices. These problems only persisted and 
grew worse as the land acquisition process took property from local families. On 
November 1, 1961, All Saints’ Day to many of the Piney Woods residents, Stennis gave 
his fateful announcement. At the Logtown School, he informed the residents of the 
displacement.32 
  
 
31 Sallie Middleton, “Space Rush: Local Impact of Federal Aerospace Programs on Brevard and 
Surrounding Counties,” The Florida Historical Quarterly 87, no. 2 (2008): pp. 258-289. Leo Seal Jr, 
interview with Henry Dethloff, Stennis Space Center Oral History Project, July 23, 1991: 9. In other 
examples of space center development in the South, concerns over the cost of development raised issue in 
Clear Lake, Texas and Brevard County, Florida examples. In both of these cases, developers ran into local 
resentment for construction projects as well as adverse environmental factors developers refer to as 
“livestock” in Texas and “alligators, snakes, and mosquitos” in Florida. 
32 “Watch for Speculators,” Rural Electric News, December 1961. Mississippi Edition. 
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2.3 MISSISSIPPI MUD PIE: REAL ESTATE ACQUISITION, DISPLACEMENT, 
AND CONSTRUCTION OF MISSISSIPPI TEST OPERATIONS 
 
When real estate assessors came in to judge Hancock County property values, Bill 
Matkin, one of the Army Corps of Engineers’ property assessors, remembered how they 
saw the town of Gainesville as a pristine landscape.33 Early property surveys raised 
suspicion but no action from residents, but people quickly began to mobilize. They 
objected to assessors’ decisions to buy the property well below what they perceived as 
fair value. By following outside assessment of real estate values, the assessors further 
alienated landowners by discounting the value they placed in their property. Property 
assessments became embroiled in conflict. But the Corps of Engineers had to construct 
the facility in a short amount of time and could not linger over assessment questions. 
They dismissed residents’ concerns, which they attributed to sentimentality. 
A strict timeline meant fast-moving offers and little negotiation time, if any. 
NASA, in the hopes of expediting the process, delegated land acquisition and 
construction responsibilities to the Mobile Division of the Army Corps of Engineers and 
associated contractors. After the announcement in November 1961, landowners quickly 
received materials on the acquisition process and the complex issues it involved. In an 
information booklet sent to landowners in the construction zone, the Corps of Engineers 
placed a July 1, 1962 deadline to begin construction. 
 The land acquisition process was not clear-cut, however. By the 1962 deadline, 
the Corps of Engineers expected to have acquired complete title, including mineral rights, 
to 13,500 acres of the central construction site. This core “fee area” contained the largest 
 
33 William R. Matkin, interview with Dr. Charles Bolton, Stennis Space Center Oral History Project, 
December 4, 1991: 6. For other descriptions of Hancock County before displacement, see also, Seasons of 
Spring & Summer: Autobiography, Part 1. 
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construction projects—observation towers, test stands, support buildings, a new canal 
system, and the other support infrastructure required for the site. Fee area properties were 
acquired by purchase using eminent domain, meaning former owners lost all claim once 
the federal purchase was complete. Landowners living in the fee area had little time for 
negotiations and were forced to move before they could set up legal challenges to the 
process.34 
 The other portion of the site, the “acoustical buffer zone,” was not acquired 
outright. This space, also known as the “easement area,” was much more expansive than 
the core or fee area. To the buffer zone, Hancock County lost an additional 100,000 
acres. Adjacent counties such as Mississippi’s Pearl River County and Louisiana’s St. 
Tammany Parish lost 1,800 and 25,000 acres respectively. While these lands were not 
acquired outright, the agency did place restrictive easements on the property that 
prohibited human habitation and the construction of structures that could allow for 
occupancy. According to the Corps, landowners in this area, however, “…will retain title 
to the land, and such uses as farming, growing and harvesting of timber, grazing, or other 
similar uses will continue. Exploration for and removal of minerals can continue 
throughout the ‘easement area.’” Corps of Engineers estimates stated landowners could 
remain on the property until late 1963 or until operational facilities were completed by an 
expected 1964 deadline. 35 Although landowners lost rights to habitation, they retained 
 
34 Army Corps of Engineers, Information Concerning Land Acquisition Program for National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration Centralized Testing Site Mississippi and Louisiana (Mobile, AL: Army Corps of 
Engineers), November 23, 1961, Folder 5, Box 212. William M. Colmer Papers. University of Southern 
Mississippi McCain Library and Archives, Hattiesburg, MS.  In later years, correspondence and 
publications would refer to this core area as the “fee area,” which contained historic Gainesville and parts 
of Logtown. 
35 Information Concerning Land Acquisition Program. 
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much of the value in their property and could continue to use it for subsistence. Since 
they continued to hold title, they also carried tax responsibilities for these lands.  
What happened with the real estate situation, however, was confusing to local 
people and never properly explained by federal agencies. Land prices around the facility 
were frozen at values that indicated property value before the facility’s construction. But 
land prices beyond the buffer zone were not frozen; they went up. This pattern left many 
former fee area property holders with gross underpayments that prevented them from 
purchasing homes or land adjacent to the buffer zone. Likewise, the meager payments 
were unable to keep up with the exponential price hike that came with land speculators 
buying the same land displaced fee area and buffer zone landowners wanted to purchase. 
These speculators raised prices based on growth projections and potential floods of 
people coming in to support the federal facility. These price hikes, as stated, were 
nowhere near local compensation prices and left many residents without places to move 
that were close enough to make visits to maintain family farms, buildings, and family 
gravesites realistic. Because of the land speculation, many moved away from the 
periphery and towards outlying places.  Examples include communities on the buffer 
zone's fringe such as Picayune and Pearlington. Others found themselves moving even 
further away to escape the situation entirely. It was not uncommon to see residents 
moving to places like Florida, Texas, Alabama, and Louisiana.36 Many older residents 
succumbed to sudden heart attacks that seemed to be facilitated by the dispossession. 
 
36 A.K. Northrop (Pass Christian, MS) to John C. Stennis, August 27, 1969; Thomas O. Paine to John C. 
Stennis, October 8, 1969; H. Dale Grubb to John C. Stennis, July 29, 1970; John C. Stennis to A.K. 
Northrop, August 15, 1970. Series 25, Box 7, Folder 31. John C. Stennis Collection, Congressional and 
Political Research Center, Mississippi State University Libraries. Mrs. J.R. Boutwell and Mrs. J.W. Hover, 
interview with Dr. Charles Bolton, The Mississippi Oral History Program, May 14, 1993: 7. Winfred 
Moncrief, “How rocket test site folks feel,” Hattiesburg American, November 9, 1961. Multiple sources 
indicate the trend was common and well-known among residents. 
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Their families and neighbors believed these elders found it impossible to live without 
access to their land and the places they cared about so deeply.37 
 The Hancock County experience mirrors that of people displaced for other Corps 
projects. Examples include the Savannah River Dam in Georgia used for the Savannah 
River Site’s nuclear weapons production; the TVA’s damming and flooding of Tennessee 
River sites and tributaries; and the construction of military sites during and following the 
Second World War. Many of these other projects tied more closely to the idea of national 
security and the burgeoning defense industry or to a “modernizing” agent like TVA’s 
electrification. NASA struggled to give the Hancock County site a place in this national 
narrative. Although the Hancock Bank and Senator Stennis urged local people to embrace 
the project as bringing prosperity and jobs to the region, many residents would fail to see 
rocket testing's tangible benefits in the Piney Woods. From its inception, the Mississippi 
Test Facility faced opposition.38 
 To combat the rising land prices and what they saw as government's unfair fee 
structure, many of the more affluent landowners and residents in the buffer zone formed a 
group known as the Hancock County Missile Site Landowners’ Committee in 1962. The 
committee came together and issued statements to Senator Stennis and Representative 
Colmer about the pricing situation. Members threatened to take collective action against 
the Corps of Engineers and NASA for taking their land at a wild undersell.39 
 
37 Michael J. McDonald and John Muldowny, TVA and the Dispossessed: The Resettlement of Population 
in the Norris Dam Area (Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, 1981). 
38 Robert P. Shapard, " Sending the Flood Upriver: Impersonal Change and Personal Stories in the 
Savannah River Valley." In The Land Speaks: New Voices at the Intersection of Oral and Environmental 
History, edited by Debbie Lee and Kathy Newfont, 137-154. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017. TVA 
and the Dispossessed. 
39 J.F. Fargason to John C. Stennis, August 30, 1962. Series 25, Box 6, Folder 2. John C. Stennis 
Collection, Congressional and Political Research Center, Mississippi State University Libraries.  
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The problem with much of this landowner group, however, came with the 
political clout it quickly gained in the months following its creation. Because of its 
collective action threats against the government, the Corps, NASA, and politicians 
viewed the landowner committee as the legitimate voice of local opposition. They tried to 
use the landowner committee as a way to reach quicker settlements with the remaining 
landowners in the buffer zone. Unfortunately for landowners unaccustomed to the way 
such processes operate, they were left with few options besides pleading their cases to the 
committee members to sway their opinions to help. These pleas quickly devolved into 
what local people called “wining and dining” sessions in which disadvantaged local 
landowners would have to pay off members of the committee through fancy meals and 
home visits to influence their decision to aid in pricing dispute cases.40 
 To challenge what local people saw as inadequate values in their cases, they 
would take cases to court and use judge and jury to decide whether or not the government 
ruled adequately. However, these cases only applied to buffer zone residents, as the fee 
area designation effectively prevented challenges to ownership rights of property because 
of the immediate need for development. Many of the juries for the cases were full of 
residents themselves and ruled in favor of the local landowners. As a workaround for the 
trials and to keep on construction deadlines, the Corps of Engineers and others sought to 
change the trial model.  A tribunal system was established. It consisted of three local 
judges that heard cases in rapid succession and gave quick judgments without a jury. 
 
40 Alton Kellar, interview with Dr. Charles Bolton, The Mississippi Oral History Program of the University 
of Southern Mississippi, July 16, 1993: 8-9. 
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Subsequent tribunal hearings brought even more problems than solutions as lawyers 
trying the cases faced recurring issues involving the local perception of the cases.41 
 In cases, lawyers would sometimes refer to places incorrectly or mis-categorize 
them as “hamlets” or “small” to the people that viewed them as something much larger 
than the distinction lawmakers afforded them.42 Likewise, problems also arose of 
“outside” consideration from the cases that would sway court opinion in favor of the 
government and skew the court's neutral views in favor of the new agents in place. By the 
time appellate courts heard cases on the land issues in 1968, the facility was entirely 
constructed and in operation, preventing full and adequate restitution for the injustices 
provided them by the Corps.43 
 While local landowners fought for adequate compensation and access, the Corps 
of Engineers began moving people and places in the way of the facility.44 To ease 
troubles of many of the people living in the area, the Corps offered house moving 
services by the Daley Dronet Company. Many people chose this option and moved 
houses to new plots of land they purchased in the outlying communities of Picayune and 
Pearlington. One of the most famous cases of this house moving came from Mrs. Cora E. 
Davis, affectionately referred to as “Aunt Blue.” 
 Following the announcement to displace the communities, Aunt Blue, living in 
the buffer zone, criticized the government and fought to remain on her property in her old 
 
41 Placide D. Nicaise, “Memories of Land Confiscation,” personal testimony given to author, October 2019. 
42 A similar thread of world-building is seen in the Shapard piece in which the narrator, Holloway, develops 
an entire world around the community in which he lives, by the time agents from the Corps of Engineers 
come to purchase his property. 
43 Nicaise testimony. 
44 “Gainesville Baptist Church Will Dissolve on Aug. 26,” The Picayune Item, August 9, 1962. “Citizens 
Planning Motorcade to Note ‘Good Neighbor Day,’” The Picayune Item, August 16, 1962. “Hundreds Jam 
Gainesville to Say Last Goodbyes to Town,” The Picayune Item, August 30, 1962. Communities not in the 
acquisition area displayed hospitality in the hopes residents would stay in the area and move to one of the 
adjacent communities. 
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age, relinquishing her property to the U.S. government upon her death. However, the 
government denied her request and offered to move her small home from its place in the 
buffer zone to a new site in Picayune. The day the movers came to move her things, Aunt 
Blue asked to be moved along with her house. Her removal from the site generated a 
media frenzy. Aunt Blue, much like many determined residents, became a symbol of 
local sentiment toward removal and remained in the local consciousness as a testament to 
the people who once lived on facility lands.45 
 
Figure 4 Cora "Aunt Blue" Davis on her porch. 
   
At 7:27 a.m., on April 23, 1966, a clear, spring morning, the J-2 engines attached 
to a Saturn V second stage rumbled to life and woke the sleeping giant resting where 
Gainesville had stood. The bright flash of orange light and the billowing exhaust cloud 
 
45 “Great 75-year-old Wistaria Vine at Gainesville NASA Headquarters will be Fenced and Protected,” The 
Picayune Item, March 28, 1963. Way Station to Space. 
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ushered in a new era of spaceflight and demonstrated the terrifying power it took to fulfill 
Kennedy’s promise to reach the moon. While visiting the area in 1963 on a mission to 
promote MTF’s role in the complex “space crescent” that NASA built around the South, 
Wernher von Braun said, “I don’t know yet what method we will use to get to the moon, 
but I do know that we have to go through Mississippi to get there.”46 
  
 
46 Mack Herring, Way Station to Space: A History of the John C. Stennis Space Center, (Washington, D.C.: 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration History Office, 1997), xvii. “The Fertile Crescent.” 
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2.4 TO GET TO THE MOON… 
 
April 23rd represented the culmination of hundreds of millions of dollars and years 
of work. The cost also had an almost entirely undocumented value of humanity to many 
of the people that lived in Hancock County. As many at the agency saw it as a symbol of 
progress and humanity’s mastery of nature, the local people saw the facility as a tangible 
example of the federal government’s interloping policies in their lives. They took the 
homes of thousands of people away thanks to political bargaining and local boosters 
looking to profit from space exploration. 
The memory of removed residents lives on. Their memories still impact the local 
people minimized and justified by the federal government through notions of national 
sacrifice and selflessness on the populace of what they considered “tiny, doomed local 
communities” if residents are even mentioned.47 However, what the Hancock County 
story shows on a much deeper scale are the problematic assumptions government-
sanctioned narratives of such facilities' construction provides. While many Hancock 
County residents did try to offset the traumatic nature of the story through the sacrificial 
lens, they also describe the unjust compensation they received for such sacrifices and 
how the government went about acquiring those sacrifices. With almost all of the other 
segments of society stacked against them, these residents faced the brunt of became 
forceful othering in ways that painted them as uneducated, poor, weak, “redneck trash.” 
They continued to appeal what they saw as unjust compensation from federal assessors. 
The local people were not any of the categorizations outsiders placed on them.48 
 
47 “Space Rush.” Grafton interview. 
48 Steven Stoll, Ramp Hollow: The Ordeal of Appalachia (New York, NY: Hill and Wang, 2017). 
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Likewise, the story also shows the overt political overtones of the NASA 
narrative and how these politics were entirely essential to the placement of many of the 
NASA facilities in the Deep South. Through powerful political actors like John Stennis 
and Lyndon Johnson, there is evidence to suggest politicians at the federal level 
consolidated political power through the placement of federal facilities at “minimal cost” 
to the communities that existed in those places. While many politicians saw Southern 
monopolization of the space program as a bad thing, NASA justified the claims through 
logistical and quantitative methods, which superseded political opinions in Washington. 
In the South, NASA found the politicians and the land with which they could build their 
massive projects. 
Just as before, with the rise of the lumber industry that was so beloved by 
residents, most of Hancock County’s land once again fell behind the demarcation of what 
many considered a much more vital, more destructive outside force. While some 
continued to hold onto rights to resources, people could not occupy the land, essentially 
locking them out of viably sustaining their way of life, which summarily destroyed both 
community and tradition of the Hancock County interior. 
The story of Hancock County is one of sadness, helplessness, and pain—of 
“progress.” “Progress” as defined by outsiders that knew nothing of the place or the 
people who lived there before, or who knew the implications of the facility's ways would 
change the area. For years following the communities' removal, local landowners 
continued to fight settlements in court and the negative stereotypes associated with them 
by the Corps of Engineers and NASA site management. By April 23, 1966, Mississippi 
Test Facility was fully operational, testing the first test component, a second stage cluster 
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of J-2 engines shipped over from Michoud. Although the site served its purpose, it 
became an increasingly controversial topic in subsequent years, even as NASA 
approached the apex of its popularity in the American imagination. 
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CHAPTER 3 “FIRE IN THE BUCKET”: MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY, ITS POST-
APOLLO TRANSFORMATION, AND ITS IMPACT ON LOCAL RESIDENTS 
 
 
Figure 5 Mrs. Louise Jones and family (with family dog, Chico) on her mother-in-law's 
porch in Gainesville, Mississippi, 1961. 
 
“I’ll never forget Gainesville and I don’t believe anyone else who’s lived here, 
even for a little while, will either,” Mrs. Louise Jones observed on the loss of her home in 
the longleaf pine forests of Mississippi in November of 1961 as she held her three 
children close.49 She lived within the boundaries of one of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration’s (NASA) new facilities that is now known as NASA’s John C. 
 
49 Winfred Moncrief, “How rocket test site folks feel,” Hattiesburg American, November 9, 1961. 
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Stennis Space Center (SSC). Mrs. Jones’ story is not an uncommon one. It is one of 
acknowledgement and reconciliation, but also one of sacrifice and sadness, of removal—
of the costs of “progress.” In 1961, the American space program came to Hancock 
County, Mississippi with a hard landing. 
What is now called SSC went by several names before administrators settled on 
the moniker of a long-lived, ultra-conservative, Democratic senator from Mississippi, 
John C. Stennis. Originally called Mississippi Test Operations (MTO), it later became 
Mississippi Test Facility (MTF), and still later the National Space Technology 
Laboratories (NSTL). While the place itself went by different names, contestation proved 
central to each iteration. The various names reflect contestation on multiple levels—the 
Space Race between the United States and the Soviet Union, inside the newly-created 
federal space agency, among notable political figures like Senators Stennis and Robert 
Kerr (D-OK), standoffs between “outsiders” and local residents of Hancock County, and 
the environment. While construction of MTF came at a moment in which NASA 
captivated the American imagination (and the American treasury), it also swept away 
communities that had been evolving for centuries—communities that for many 
represented an entire world of existence.  
Along with the communities themselves, so too was evidence of a complex past 
erased—myths and legends, trials and tribulations, exploitation and freedom from 
centuries before—traditions tied to the communities in the path of construction 
jeopardized by “progress.” Hancock County’s story ties these complex issues into two 
points of discussion in subsequent pages: the deep ties to the local communities and 
homesites of former residents decades after removal; and the ways in which the 
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dispossession story was overlooked. While the NASA center presented itself as a promise 
of modernization, the inadequacies of the historical representation of these local 
communities harms them by oversimplifying both previous and present existence around 
the space center. 
This chapter will explore the ideas surrounding arguably one of the NASA’s most 
contentious U.S. sites and trace one of its most defining moments following Apollo 11. 
After the Moon mission, and in light of the impending conclusion of the Apollo Program, 
MTF faced hard times. Base closure emerged as a new worry for local outlier 
communities that became increasingly dependent on the jobs this Cold War industry 
brought to south Mississippi. NASA, by consolidating control over land in Hancock 
County, created a place marked by the paradigms of Cold War development. The Cold 
War development framework included displacement and erasure, increased “scientific” 
management of the land, enclosure, and local contestation. These factors make the 
Hancock County site part of the larger pattern of Cold War development in the Deep 
South. They also invite a larger conversation about the impact the place had on its 
people—people removed and silenced in the wake of its development, many of whom 
continue to live in the area today. These local people depended on an intricate commons 
system, versions of which operated in that space for centuries. This system faced constant 
threats in the 20th century until it was finally displaced by NASA. This chapter seeks to 
understand the lingering impact of that transformation on the people, the place, and 
NASA, and how these all correlate to one another. NASA created a new kind of space in 
Hancock County, but it did not do so in a vacuum. NASA took the area and reimagined 
it, replacing the unique flavor of local life—the people and places already there—with a 
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new kind of space framed according to paradigms of Cold War Development in the 
United States. 
Broken into two parts, this section first takes into account the historical moment 
in which NASA reached the peak of its public image, the 1969 Apollo XI mission. Then 
it pivots to consider discussions of the necessity for MTF and the displacement of 
communities in the 140,000-acre space that became MTF. The chapter then focuses on 
newspaper records and correspondence in the 1970s, which demonstrate how newspapers 
and individuals were writing in attempts to access or reclaim their lands while published 
newspaper articles stoked rumors of base closure and illegal activities in the 125,000-acre 
acoustical buffer zone. Finally, this piece turns to the present: continued engine testing 
and connections to the land mean this place is still contested. Local people still 
remember, still persist. 
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3.1 ONE SMALL STEP… 
 
 
Figure 6 Apollo XI moon landing site, July 20, 1969. 
 
 
The year 1969 proved landmark for NASA and the Gulf Coast. Only weeks after 
Apollo 11 landed on the Moon on July 20th, a massive natural threat loomed in the 
Atlantic— Hurricane Camille made landfall August 17th. NASA reached the apex of its 
success while the people of the Gulf Coast suffered at the hands of the historic storm.  
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Figure 7 Hurricane Camille damage outside one of Mississippi Test Facility's gates, 
1969. 
 
Before Hurricane Katrina in 2005, Hurricane Camille lingered in the Gulf Coast 
imagination as one of the most powerful storms to ever hit the shoreline.50 In its wake, 
hundreds of lives and billions of dollars were gone—lost to the tide or lost to the storm. 
While devastation rocked the Gulf Coast, one small hub of activity spearheaded recovery 
efforts and acted as a safe haven—MTF. Less than a decade before, NASA removed 
 
50 Eric Jeansonne, “Hurricane Camille Remembered 50 Years Later.” WLOX, August 11, 2019. According 
to many, Camille still remains as a modern benchmark for storm damage and intensity.  
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people and communities from their land. Following Camille, however, the MTF provided 
essential relief and support for a community in extreme duress. 51 
 In this era’s oral tradition, the importance of the facility’s role as a refuge leaps to 
the forefront. As Apollo 11 returned to Earth and celebrations commenced, Mississippi 
braced for an impending natural disaster of unimaginable proportion. Local residents 
came to the NASA facility to seek refuge. Bracing for the worst, 1,063 people sought 
safety in the everyday offices and cramped spaces of MTF’s central complex. And then 
came Camille. Over the course of the next few days, as the Gulf Coast reeled from the 
devastation of the hurricane, MTF led the way in the recovery by lending vehicles and 
labor to clean up debris and search for people. It also served as a command center for the 
cleanup efforts.  
Just as the facility started helping people recover, an order issued from NASA 
officials caused rumor to spread like wildfire. Huntsville ordered the discontinuation of 
Apollo engine testing—the sole mission of the facility. Now that testing was scheduled to 
stop, MTF faced not only budget cuts but also growing tensions with the local residents 
that lent them the land.52 As site director Jackson Balch and Senator Stennis worked with 
NASA and government officials to advocate for the site’s survival, the local people used 
the opportunity to call for change. 
Newspaper headlines alluding to reductions in space spending and Saturn V 
testing fueled local tensions. Headlines such as “Mississippi Test Facility May Be 
Erased” and “NASA To Abandon Facility” sparked local hopes for the possibility of 
regaining their land and restoring their communities. However, residents’ pleas fell on 
 
51 Herring, 149-160. 
52 Ibid. 
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unsympathetic ears. The facility’s scientific managers and the region’s politicians had no 
interest in such proposals.53 In many local residents’ view, they did their part; they 
sacrificed at Stennis’ request, and now that the sacrifice was no longer necessary, they 
wanted their land back. Over the course of late 1969 to 1976, dozens of people wrote to 
the embattled senator over land issues with the facility. They made requests such as 
cemetery visitation rights, road and water access, changes to easement restrictions, and 
they expressed concerns over illicit activity. These people were cognizant of the 
embattled nature of the facility’s existence in the early 1970s and wanted to use that fact 
to spark a conversation aimed at restitution. Their voices come out in various letters 
written to Stennis. 
 
 
Figure 8 A map of Stennis Space Center in relation to the surrounding area. 
 
Mr. A.K. Northrop of Pass Christian, Mississippi, for example, wrote to Senator 
Stennis on August 27, 1969 requesting to build a new home on the property he owned in 
 
53 For specific newspapers articles pertaining to these rumors and discussions, see articles like “Mississippi 
Test Facility May Be Erased,” The Times-Picayune, 28 September, 1969; “NASA To Abandon Facility,” 
The West Point Times-Leader, 29 September, 1969. 
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the buffer zone. In the weeks before his letter to Stennis, Northrop lost his home to 
Hurricane Camille. In his correspondence, Northrop criticized both the restrictive 
building easements placed on the buffer zone and ever-climbing property tax rates. He 
noted, “…[I] cannot even build a cowshed much less a home…taxes have quadrupled 
since my land was seized.” Northrop blamed the facility for this exponential tax growth 
and sharpened his critique through language of seizure. He also accused the government 
of land speculation. “I was paid about $17.00 net per acre for the easement in spite of the 
fact that I paid $110 per acre for 44 acres that I bought approximately ninety days before 
the government confiscated same.” What he also alluded to was landholders’ growing 
reluctance to continue with the space agency’s current system to deal with local residents 
and property owners, especially after Hurricane Camille. He said of the space venture in 
south Mississippi, “I am getting a bit gun shy.” Northrop’s poignant statement highlights 
the growing doubts many local landowners had following reductions in space funding 
and statements on site closure. 54 Senator Stennis, NASA administrator Tom Paine, and 
legislative affairs officer H. Dale Grubb maintained their position that the center was 
placed on “standby status” to guarantee sufficient land in the buffer zone for upcoming 
years and subsequent testing for future projects. 55 
David H. Stockstill was another frustrated MTF neighbor. A local schoolteacher 
at the Charles B. Murphy Elementary School, Stockstill asked for access to the on-site 
highway because of hardships in his morning commute. Describing the commute as it 
 
54 A.K. Northrop (Pass Christian, MS) to John C. Stennis, August 27, 1969; Thomas O. Paine to John C. 
Stennis, October 8, 1969; H. Dale Grubb to John C. Stennis, July 29, 1970; John C. Stennis to A.K. 
Northrop, August 15, 1970. Series 25, Box 7, Folder 31. John C. Stennis Collection, Congressional and 
Political Research Center, Mississippi State University Libraries. 
55 Mississippi Test Facility’s “standby” status ensured the facility’s claims on property following the 
Apollo missions, allowing them to maintain the buffer zone for future testing. 
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stood without access to the highway through facility property, Stockstill wrote, “…this 
route is much longer; the roads are in poor condition, and there is greater risk to my 
personal property and safety.” He went on to describe an elaborate carpooling 
arrangement between himself and neighboring teachers to alternate cars because of the 
poor road conditions. He wrote to Stennis as a last resort because of the reluctance of site 
security officials to consider the change of access: “I accepted this teaching position on 
the strength of a written promise from NASA security that necessary passes would be to 
me for the use of Road ‘A’ through MTF…” Site manager Jackson Balch responded to 
this claim by stating that the only way he could accommodate this request would be to 
give passes to others as “equally deserving.” This series of conversations between 
Stockstill, NASA officials, and Stennis demonstrates the specific ways Cold War 
enclosures posed problems for the rural U.S. communities that hosted these new 
facilities. Instead of allowing Stockstill access to the thru-highway, NASA officials cited 
security risks and the continued need for limited access to protect the key feature of the 
facility, now deemed a “national asset.”56 Together with ongoing newspaper discussions, 
this continued refusal of access fueled narratives of distrust. 
Almost at the exact same time as Stockstill recorded his grievances with the 
control of access to the facility, L.C. Cuevas from Pearlington, Mississippi registered her 
own objections to the facility’s land management practices. She wrote to Senator Stennis 
about the burial of family members on the opposite side of the buffer zone. The graves, 
originally located in the Gainesville Cemetery, were relocated to make way for MTF’s 
 
56 David H. Stockstill (Picayune, MS) to W.H. Dearing, October 20, 1970; David H. Stockstill (Picayune, 
MS) to John C. Stennis, December 12, 1970; Jackson Balch to John C. Stennis, January 15, 1971. Series 
25, Box 8, Folder 13. John C. Stennis Collection, Congressional and Political Research Center, Mississippi 
State University Libraries.  
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construction, and they were beginning to sink. When she asked for thru-highway access 
to check on the graves, Cuevas said she was treated “very cold” by NASA officials and 
forced to go from Pearlington to Slidell up the Pearl River rather than along Highway 
607, the main access highway into the facility. Cuevas took this matter up with Stennis 
by citing the displacement and the refusal to allow families access through the facility to 
visit graves located on the other side. “Its not right,” the elderly woman wrote.57 
Unfortunately for Cuevas, Stennis had no new information for her and stated that the 
buffer zone had to be upheld to protect eventual further testing and activities; he noted 
the distance to Pearlington via I-10 was five miles longer and took around the same time 
as the route they currently used.58 
In the mid-1970s, after the re-naming of MTF as the National Space Technology 
Laboratories (NSTL), even more heated rhetoric filled Hancock County. Augustus Elmer, 
Jr. from Pass Christian wrote to Senator Stennis in 1975 in an attempt to regain access to 
fishing grounds occupied by the facility. As part of the correspondence, Elmer 
commented on some landowners’ perceptions of facility abuses. “As it stands now it is 
being operated as a private club,” he wrote. Elmer’s conversation went on to describe the 
position he faced as a landowner. He could not access his former land, yet must sit by as 
facility employees and their guests enjoyed fishing on property he once had free reign 
over, and for which he still paid taxes. 59 
 
57 Unless otherwise noted, spelling and grammar in the original letters has been retained throughout. 
58 L.C. Cuevas (Pearlington, MS) to John C. Stennis, July 20, 1971; John C. Stennis to L.C. Cuevas, 
August 13, 1971. Series 25, Box 8, Folder 12. John C. Stennis Collection, Congressional and Political 
Research Center, Mississippi State University Libraries.  
59 Augustus Elmer, Jr. (Pass Christian, MS) to John C. Stennis, March 29, 1975. Series 25, Box 9, Folder 
24. John C. Stennis Collection, Congressional and Political Research Center, Mississippi State University 
Libraries. 
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 Meanwhile, as tensions flared within local communities, newspapers did the 
facility no favors. Bill Gaudet of the Biloxi Sun-Herald wrote an exposé on the buffer 
zone and the impact it had on Hancock County residents and property of the landholders 
in the easement zone. The article “Buffer zone evolving into dumping site” described the 
situation in dark terms for both the center and the people: the area become, according to 
Gaudet, a “no man’s land and a breeding place for crime.” Gaudet offered evidence in 
support of this analysis. 
According to Gaudet, since 1972 there had been four murders across the buffer 
zone, more than 30 cars stripped of moveable parts and abandoned to rust, instances of 
campers trashing campsites, multiple firearms and drug arrests and violations, and a 
hideaway for escaped convicts established. These issues, together with a reduction in 
security patrols and funding, led local people to take up the cause of protection and 
commemoration of the site. Roy Baxter, a local marina owner in Pearlington, described 
arrangements he would make with women visiting family graves in Logtown within the 
buffer zone. To ensure their safety, he provided armed escort. 60  Gaudet’s account of the 
darker side of the buffer zone leaned on local knowledge and the misgivings expressed by 
outspoken opponents to the enclosure of the buffer zone such as L.C. Cuevas, David 
Stockstill, and Augustus Elmer. Despite such local critiques, the facility maintained its 
operational status and even grew, eventually incorporating multiple federal agencies into 
the site. By 1988, the facility was renamed the John C. Stennis Space Center and became 
a wholly separate entity from the other NASA space centers. 
  
 
60 Bill Gaudet, “Buffer zone evolving into dumping site,” Biloxi Sun-Herald, September 6, 1976.  
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3.2 ONE GIANT LEAP… 
 
 The hardships of dispossession continue to linger in local memory. In 2015, for 
example, the Biloxi Sun-Herald interviewed the Moran family in their former family 
home, turned summer home, in Kiln, Mississippi not too far from the buffer zone’s outer 
boundary. Inside the home, the Morans—father, Sonny Jr., mother Mary Louise, and 
daughter Kathy Hendry—talked about their lives before NASA came to town.  
When they heard that the federal government had decided to displace them, the 
family recalled, Mary Louise was beside herself. “Every day when she gathered eggs 
from the old home place, Mary Louise Moran cried. ‘I cried and cried,’ she said. ‘We all 
cried when we left.’”61 This emotional response to the removal suggests a deep, powerful 
connection to the land and community that most displaced people expressed in their 
discussions of dispossession. Usually local people had lived on and worked these lands 
for generations. Families often described themselves as having deep cultural connections 
to it. These connections find resonance in discussions of other dispossessions, 
dispossessions documented in environmental histories drawing on oral testimonies. 
For example, in his essay “Sending the Flood Upriver: Impersonal Change and 
Personal Stories in the Savannah River Valley,” Robert P. Shapard describes the situation 
in the development of the Clarks Hill Dam project (later renamed the Strom Thurmond 
Dam) in parts of Lincoln County, Georgia and McCormick County, South Carolina. 
Shapard interviewed a local resident in one of the communities flooded to make way for 
the dam, Joe Holloway, Jr. Throughout the essay, Holloway described the hardships of 
 
61 Anita Lee, “Stennis buffer zone split this home in two. But Kiln family never let go of ‘The Old House,’” 
Biloxi Sun-Herald, October 17, 2015. 
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local communities while the government turned former residences and businesses into the 
reservoir. The impact it had not only in the moment it happened, but also through its 
continued presence, echoes the stories told by Hancock County residents. Together these 
suggest the outlines of a federal dispossession paradigm during the Cold War, one that 
lingers in the minds of local residents like Mr. Holloway, who had lived with the results 
of that paradigm since 1954. By examining specific connections to the land such as 
fishing holes, gravesites, and old home sites, historians such as Shapard are able to 
highlight counternarratives to the better-known government and project booster 
sanctioned stories of “progress” and “development.” In fact, these studies bring even 
larger issues to the fore. As the federal government continues to tackle questions of 
developing for the “greater good,” it must also tackle issues such as the rights of the 
individuals and communities weighed against that greater good and how to justly 
navigate that discussion.62 
Similarly, in Jake Kosek’s study of the impact of the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory in Understories, he interviewed a local resident he calls Paula Montoya (her 
name is changed to protect her identity). She described the problems presented by living 
on the fringes of the facility and the disparity of resources in surrounding communities. 
In language many Hancock County residents might find resonant, Montoya discussed 
living in the place as living with a “bad boyfriend.” She described the initial allure of 
inviting the facility to the area, but also felt that she and others had ultimately fallen prey 
to negative consequences, to dispossessions couched in the guise of “progress” and 
“positive” federal development. Montoya also mentioned a significant increase in crime 
 
62 Robert P. Shapard, " Sending the Flood Upriver: Impersonal Change and Personal Stories in the 
Savannah River Valley." In The Land Speaks: New Voices at the Intersection of Oral and Environmental 
History, edited by Debbie Lee and Kathy Newfont, 137-154. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017. 
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and degradation of communities in the valley as opposed to the laboratory’s “city on a 
hill.” In fact, her own brother, Ernesto, lost his life in an overdose. According to 
Montoya, Ernesto’s death was not simply about the night he overdosed. Rather, she 
understood it as unfolding over an extended period of time, and as developing from his 
lack of access to a good job or economic standing followed by desperation to pay 
mounting bills.63 While she knew the immediate negative environmental impacts of the 
Los Alamos facility on the land, Montoya also tapped into a local knowledge of the land 
that demonstrated a connection to the community. Not only was she able to tie her 
experiences to her place, she was also able to fully articulate the intricacies of living on 
the edges of the federal government’s “progress,” progress defined by the federal 
government on behalf of a project deemed necessary for American security. As 
evidenced by Montoya’s story, one person’s “progress” can be another person’s death by 
overdose. 
Hancock County’s Cold War development story echoes these others. Though he 
would not likely have used the term, David H. Stockstill might have found resonance 
with Montoya’s “bad boyfriend” analogy. He accused site managers of failing to live up 
to written NASA promises. When discussing their lost home, the Moran family expressed 
the same sense of profound loss as Joe Holloway, Jr. Together, narratives from local 
residents across the country suggest the outlines of a truer accounting of Cold War 
development, one that considers not only gains but also losses. 
  
 
63 Jake Kosek, Understories: The Political Life of Forests in Northern New Mexico, (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2006), 228-275. 
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3.3 CONCLUSION 
 
 On July 20, 1969, U.S. astronauts landed on the Moon with the help of the Apollo 
Program—but at what cost? The space that became Stennis Space Center exemplified 
that cost in terms of positives and negatives. While the benefits convinced policymakers 
that the center should be maintained, some people living on the fringes of the facility’s 
buffer zone and at other sites of space program displacement throughout the South 
expressed different opinions on the matter. While it led the way to the Moon, NASA 
perpetuated a set of paradigms typical of federal developments during the Cold War. 
Rural displacement and land enclosure proved to be two major ones. Although the federal 
government justified these developments through Cold War politics and national pride, 
some local residents quickly lost faith as they faced hard realities. They saw a shrinking 
program subject to the changing times and missions of an agency that lost its way 
following initial successes and investments. Examining such discussions of Stennis Space 
Center help us recognize similar problems in the national narrative. There is still a great 
deal we do not know about the Mississippi Test Facility’s remaking of Hancock County. 
For instance, racial dimensions of this story still lie largely buried. 64 Nor has MTF yet 
received the general historical attention it deserves. Key historiographical works such as 
Bruce Schulman’s From Cotton Belt to Sunbelt barely register MTF. This oversight must 
be corrected. Discussions of Cold War America demand interdisciplinary exploration, 
and few places exist that represent that need better than Stennis Space Center and the 
ongoing relationship it shares with local communities. 
 
64 Alexandra Hedrick, “The Possum Walk Before the Buffer Zone,” Picayune Item, May 16, 2014. While 
racial dimensions are largely left untouched, there are small pieces of a past in the “Lost Communities” 
series posted in a local newspaper by Bennie Shallbetter. 
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 This story also troubles the overarching, complicated concept of 
“progress” tied into the Space Race and NASA’s inception. The blurred line of what is 
“progress” blurs even further in this instance. Though the Apollo Program and 
subsequent scientific discoveries brought about by NASA at SSC clearly brought positive 
changes, the human costs of the project used to create these results must also be 
reckoned. As the clock continues to count down for the 99-year perpetual leases granted 
to the federal government by landholders in the buffer zone, the question remains—what 
will happen to the buffer zone and to the families that still hold land there? The 
consequences of NASA’s impact on what is (and what was) Hancock County continue to 
plague both local people and the agency. Moving forward, these problems will persist. 
For people like the Morans, the past seems like a rose before the thorn. While residents 
like Mrs. Louise Jones may be long gone and the people still tied to the buffer zone may 
be reconciled to their collective fate as owners of nonexistent homesteads no longer 
accessible, they continue to feel connections to the land their families lived on—places 
removed by “progress.” 
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CHAPTER 4 “LOGTOWN DAYS”: ORAL HISTORY AND CONSTRUCTION OF 
MEMORY AROUND STENNIS SPACE CENTER 
 
On May 20, 1988, the National Space Technology Laboratories (NSTL), formerly 
Marshall Space Flight Center’s Mississippi Test Operations (MTO) and Mississippi Test 
Facility (MTF), became the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s John C. 
Stennis Space Center (SSC) in Hancock County, Mississippi. Although the name change 
represented yet another major shift in the managerial operation of NASA’s premier 
rocket testing facility, it also represented a hopeful, optimistic moment for many working 
at the space center. After years of working under Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) 
management, Stennis Space Center was independent of its parent facility. Although it 
was now independent of outside management, the new space center was tasked with the 
daunting mission of continued rocket motor testing and management of the vast 140,000-
acre, multi-agency reservation that was now a Hancock County staple and a 
representation, to many, of Mississippi’s economic development or “progress” since the 
center’s inception in 1961. One of the many ancillary missions tasked to SSC staff was 
the creation of a historical narrative under the supervision of the facility’s historian, Mack 
Herring.  
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Figure 9 Senator John C. Stennis speaking on dedication day. May 20, 1988. 
In 1997, NASA published the story of Stennis Space Center, Way Station to 
Space: A History of the John C. Stennis Space Center. The story is framed as one of 
triumph and of progress, one that should “give people pride” from the “sacrifices” made 
in the site’s creation.65 Stennis Space Center took part in some of NASA’s crowning 
missions including the Space Shuttle, land satellite projects, and the iconic Apollo Project 
that placed humans on the Moon. However, after October 25, 1961, when the site was 
publicly announced, another narrative thread also developed—local people across the 
space that was acquired for the project faced dispossession and the silencing power of the 
federal government. 
 Like many displacement stories, that of Hancock County not only caused trauma 
to those involved. It also illuminated an understory on the highly contentious 
development of one of the most untarnished federal agencies of modern America. On 
November 1, 1961, when Senator John C. Stennis (D) went to Logtown, Mississippi, one 
 
65 Mack Herring, Way Station to Space: A History of the John C. Stennis Space Center, (Washington, D.C.: 
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of several small communities in the facility’s designated land acquisition zone, a local 
woman asked him, “Senator Stennis, why must we go to the Moon?” Stennis, in a somber 
tone replied, “For international prestige.”66 In the same meeting with local residents on 
their removal from their homes, Stennis said, “There is always the thorn before the 
rose…you have got to make some sacrifices but you will be taking part in greatness.”67 
While many laud Stennis’ call to action as a move that assuaged the fears of many local 
citizens, it appears in local accounts to have done the opposite in at least some cases. 
Herring portrays the space center’s creation as a saving grace for Hancock County, but he 
does not note the adverse local reaction to the announcement.68 While the official Stennis 
Space Center history frames a triumphal narrative, local counternarratives emphasize 
stories of forced removal for the project.69 
One of the most glaring examples of this alternative narrative comes from the 
direct sources for some of the primary source research conducted for the book—the 
Stennis Space Center Oral History Project and the Mississippi Oral History Program. 
These oral history projects used many of the managerial elite from the space center to 
recall early days and the ways in which the community was transformed for the better 
while also recording a small number of key interviews with local residents. What Herring 
fails to mention in the official history is the oral history collected from the local people in 
the same project, reinforcing how little the agency valued this perspective when writing 
the official history. The local narrators recall a time before the space center and describe 
 
66 John C. Stennis: Late A Senator from Mississippi Memorial Tributes in the Congress of the United 
States, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1996), 140. 
67 “Watch for Speculators,” Rural Electric News, December 1961. Mississippi Edition. 
68 Way Station to Space. 
69 James C. Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have 
Failed (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1999). Steven Stoll, Ramp Hollow: The Ordeal of 
Appalachia (New York, NY: Hill and Wang, 2017). 
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the ways in which the displacement of their homesites brought untold levels of trauma 
across the communities that were swallowed up in the development. Over sixty years 
after the initial announcement, narrators still recall the strong emotions and reactions 
associated with their loss of place. 
To understand the creation of memory around Stennis Space Center, one must 
look at the interpretive divisions of the narrative that exist. Three of these frameworks 
come directly from the oral histories used to construct much of the story. The first of 
these is the framing of the development by local people. At best a mixed reaction to the 
development, many of the people felt manipulated into believing the promises of 
economic development handed down by politicians and local elites such as bank owners 
and various boosters. The process of land acquisition and displacement of the local 
communities that existed there devastated residents’ sense of community and left them 
traumatized. 
The second framing of this narrative comes from local elites that came into the 
area toting the rhetoric of progress and national security. Their story has the most 
leverage in the official history’s “local perspective.” Many of these oral histories inform 
the agency-accepted history and largely discount the story of the majority of local 
residents. Elite narratives describe the place as a backwater and an appropriate spot to 
impose “progress” on a group of communities deemed in need of it. 
The third perspective of this story comes from the outsider managerial and 
scientific elite that moved in with NASA and the Army Corps of Engineers to construct 
and operate the facility. Many of these people came to the place acting as agents of a 
perceived progress during the land acquisition and construction processes. Others played 
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roles in the space program’s mission to test the engines for the Saturn V rocket and 
subsequent rocket projects. Taken together these narrators provide an interesting outside 
perspective. Some recall the importance of the place pre-facility. Others discredit the 
people that lived there before. Still others frame the space center’s very existence as 
based on the political games many of the people played on the ground to create the 
facility.  
While the agency-adopted history tells the story of the local elites and paints the 
development in a largely positive light, many local residents keep the counternarrative 
alive through various methods of performance and storytelling. These practices have not 
become mainstream—the agency ignored these counternarratives despite knowing of 
their existence and even helping to document them through their oral history project. 
Alternate tellings of the Stennis Space Center history takes the trauma of local 
residents and place it in direct conversation with those in power that framed prior 
residents as backward and underdeveloped. While economic development occurred, these 
narratives emphasize, it was not the “progress” that was promised. According to alternate 
narratives, Stennis Space Center left many local people feeling lost, sad, resentful, and 
betrayed. In the end, the value of promises made to them by Senator Stennis in 1961 can 
only be judged by the people living there pre-development and post dispossession. 
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4.1 The Managerial Mindset—The “Outsiders” 
 
 While Stennis guaranteed jobs for the people living in the area in his 
announcement, in fact it was non-local people who had to establish the facility. Two key 
examples come from William Matkin, who worked in the Corps of Engineers Real Estate 
Project Office for the facility; and Cpt. William C. Fortune, the director of the test site’s 
construction in the early 1960s. These two accounts demonstrate the divisive nature of 
the test site’s developers during land acquisition and early operations. 
 As a real estate agent, Matkin negotiated with many of the landowners at the site 
and garnered a sense of place while he was there:  
“These communities were virtually untouched when we first came in. No 
one had changed anything. I often said when I went to Logtown that no matter 
what day of the week it was, it always felt like Sunday to me. Everything was 
very peaceful, the oak trees with the long moss and the old homes in that area. 
You drive down that drive, the tree-shaded street down the river, there was 
something about it that gave me the impression that it shouldn’t have been 
disturbed.”70 
 
Matkin, although one of the government agents sent in to acquire the land for the project, 
emphasized that his statement was not a derogatory one, but an attempt to describe the 
“unique, tranquil atmosphere of the area.”71  
Other NASA newcomers described the pre-facility landscape and its human 
residents differently. One such example was the first commander of the site, Captain 
William C. Fortune. Fortune was a benefactor of the industrialization centered around the 
rise of the military, well before NASA’s inception, acting as chief engineer on aeronautic 
projects with the Navy and working at facilities across the country. He had a completely 
different perspective of the place where the facility was built, “They were still developing 
 
70 William R. Matkin, interview with Dr. Charles Bolton, Stennis Space Center Oral History Project, 
December 4, 1991: 6. 
71 Ibid., 6. 
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their little scrub cattle and their scrub farms. They were pretty primitive back in there.”72 
Fortune also described problems with poisonous snakes, mosquitos, boars. Nor did he 
find much to admire among the people of the place. “Those rednecks, they were 
something,” he remembered.73 Fortune’s position on the place and the rhetoric he used, 
even in 1993, demonstrates a very derogatory view of the people and place that was in 
Hancock County before the facility. He went on in his interview to underscore the space 
center as an agent of progress. With the testing site’s help, he said, local communities, 
“learned how to develop, grow, and so forth.”74 In Fortune’s narrative the facility not 
only helped the space program, but also helped “civilize” the local area and the people 
living there. Fortune’s rhetoric, coming from the highest level of site management, 
dehumanized and devalued the people and the communities that existed there by 
describing them as “rednecks” developing “scrub farms.” 
 The Matkin and Fortune interviews demonstrate the complexities of developing 
the area and the ways people from outside perspectives viewed these places. The 
retrospective nature of the facility’s renaming ceremony in 1988 also provided an 
excellent foray into conversation with those associated with it. 
  
 
72 Captain William C. Fortune, interview with Dr. Charles Bolton, Stennis Space Center Oral History 
Project, September 16, 1993: 14. 
73 Ibid., 10-11 for discussion of snakes and mosquitos, see 14 for boars and rednecks. 
74 Fortune, 15. 
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4.2 The Local Elites: The Stennis Connection75 
 
 The second of these societal divisions, the local elite level, provides an even more 
interesting perspective on the development of the space center and provides much of the 
meta narrative that informs Way Station to Space. These actors represent a variety of 
upper-level interests including bank owners, politicians, and other business owners 
centered in Hancock County. Many of these elites had close connections to Senator 
Stennis which mitigated some of the consequences of displacement. They were able to 
minimize property losses and maximize profits thanks to insider knowledge provided by 
political connections. It appears in this case that the Stennis connection became one of 
the trademarks of local elites that profited from the erasure of the communities. However, 
in at least one case, there is a staunch dissociation from the elites that generates a stark 
contrast to this portrayal. 
 The first example of this set of narrators is local marina owner Roy Baxter. 
Because of his connections to the business community and ties to both Stennis and 
Herring, Baxter played a pivotal role as a spokesperson for local perspectives on the 
space center. His story, however, is wildly different from many of the local accounts that 
came from the area. While land acquisition was moving at a rapid pace, Baxter kept his 
business and also went with Stennis to the Logtown meeting. When he talked about the 
local people and the ways they dealt with the land acquisition process, Mr. Baxter 
referred to their backwardness as a detriment to their recovery from the situation: 
  “That’s the most money they had seen in their life…I’m not being critical, 
Mack. I’m being realistic. This happened…So some came out good, some did not so 
 
75 Much of this section lies well with subjectivity and intersubjectivity of Abrams’ fourth chapter. 
Especially with the interview of Roy Baxter, who paints himself in light as both local elite and “redneck” 
almost simultaneously while also in literal conversation with Mr. Herring, a character with the power to 
empower, erase, and manipulate Baxter’s story. 
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good. Some of the people didn’t take care of their money good. Instead of going and 
putting it right back into a home right away, they probably went a bought a new car and 
wound up with nothing…And this is inevitable.”76  
 
The interesting dynamic generated by Mack Herring’s attendance at this interview should 
also be noted as key here. While Henry Dethloff conducted the interview, Baxter talked 
directly to Herring in an affirmative sense to guide the conversation and validate his 
claims. Baxter, though entirely part of this informed local elite, also described the way in 
which he was looked down upon in the area after the arrival of newcomers to the area 
that worked at the facility. When Dethloff asked about people working at the facility 
staying in the area, Baxter said: 
  “That’s an interesting question and I’d like to elaborate on that a little bit. 
Initially, now what I’m getting ready to say, I’m not being facetious, but a lot of the 
people back, you know, that came in here, they belittled the area, they didn’t want to live 
here. We were a bunch of red-necked white trash. That was the terms they used…And 
I’m a proud redneck, I’m very happy. Those people, after they stayed here a year or two, 
didn’t want to leave here. Some of them had to leave. They just didn’t realize what it 
was.”77 
 
Baxter, although not representative of the typical local experience, also had insight on 
living through the period of the facility’s development and the ways it transformed over 
time. His personal connection with Herring and many of the NASA officials at the site 
provided him with unique space to talk about the problems of development, but he 
discredited the place and its people by describing it in such terms. By acknowledging his 
own “redneck” identity, Baxter attempted to retain part of his “redneck” identity while 
also distancing himself from neighbors he categorized as “backward.” 
 Another of these local elite examples comes from the president of the Hancock 
Bank, Leo Seal, Jr. While many of the local elites had vested interest in the area itself, 
 
76 Roy Baxter, interview with Mr. Henry Dethloff, Stennis Space Center Oral History Project, July 24, 
1991: 12. 
77 Ibid., 21. 
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Seal was not part of the community. Still, Stennis looked to the Seal family to provide his 
claims with legitimacy. Senator Stennis reached out to Seal and his father to attend the 
Logtown meeting with him, and Seal, Jr. vividly remembered the meeting itself and the 
situation that caused its creation. He remembered the initial meeting as precipitated by 
local grievances: 
  “The business people were for it. The people to be moved were opposed. 
Some of them had lived there for generations. People were worried the government 
would just take their land. Stennis got enough cards and letters he decided to come 
down…He began to tell people that the space program was in the future, for the whole 
world, and that the Russians were ahead of us and that we wanted to move on in to the 
lead role in the program, with the thought of eventually putting men on the moon. He 
explained that to do so would require these giant engines to propel the thing up there, 
[and] they would need to be built and then tested and this area had the criteria…He 
explained to them that Mississippi had always demonstrated her great patriotism and her 
willingness to contribute when the nation was in a spot where they needed citizens to 
rally around it, and they he wanted to appeal to them, in spite of the fact that some of 
them were going to be moved out of their homesteads. He felt like they would be willing 
to do that and that the economic benefits appeared to be very, very significant…At the 
conclusion of the meeting, I would say he had put to rest a number of the rumors. He had 
satisfied a lot of people and, of course, those people who were going to be physically 
affected by having to move, they were concerned…So, I think a very, very limited 
number of people left there with any animosity toward the Senator, but of course, some 
of them did.”78   
 
This telling of the meeting even notes the highly contentious moment of meeting local 
residents concerned about the development. The Herring account seems to downplay that 
moment, and instead laud Stennis’ speech. However, Seal, Jr. notes another even more 
unique, telling moment about the meeting: 
  “The grounds finally cleared off. He told me there was an elderly lady 
over in a wheelchair near the automobile he was going to leave in and when he went over 
there he said she called him and said, ‘Come here Senator.’ He went over there and she 
said, ‘I need to ask you one question.’ He said, ‘What’s that?’ She said, ‘What’s going to 
happen to me?’ He said he was totally unprepared for that. He said he was at a loss for 
words, but he said it stuck in his memory from that point on, because he mentioned it to 
 
78 Leo Seal, Jr., interview with Jeff Broadwater, John C. Stennis Oral History Project, November 1, 1991: 
3-6. 
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me on at least one occasion, forty years later. He still remembered the elderly lady in that 
wheelchair saying, ‘What’s going to happen to me?’”79 
 
This moment not only shows the immediate reaction of local people to the 
announcement, it also clearly demonstrates the haunting nature it had for Stennis and 
those informing the local people of their move. While many of them would seemingly 
disappear from the accounts of the narrative, Seal, Jr. gives us at least one example 
through which these people continue to linger in the mind of one of the most influential 
people associated with the project. 
  
 
79 Ibid., 7. 
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4.3 The Local Perspective: Trauma80 
 
While Stennis Space Center was perceived as a boon for the county at the time it 
was announced on the national stage, the stories at the site contradicted that story. On 
November 9, 1961, journalist Winfred Moncrief recorded some of the reactions to the 
Stennis statement on November 1. “I have a tent and if the government will let me, I’ll 
set it up down on the creek and live in it,” said Aaron Dean, who had lived on his 
property in the fee area for 60 years. Dean’s land stood in the fee area, carved out for the 
facility and condemned for habitation and farming. He, like the other owners in the fee 
area, had to sell to the government with little negotiation room. Although Dean lost his 
property, Moncrief’s conversation with him showed his willingness to stay on his land by 
any means, even living permanently in a tent. 
Cruso Smith, a utility worker with International Paper had a different perspective 
on the situation, “It seems to me like we have a choice of having our government tell us 
what to do or having the Russians tell us. I’ll take our government any day…I guess I’m 
lucky at that I can’t live in the buffer area but at least I can go into it to tend my garden.” 
Unlike Dean, Smith had the opportunity to lease his land in the acoustical buffer zone 
rather than selling outright. 
 
80 For more on the framework of crisis oral history that informs the discussion of the trauma of sudden 
events such as displacement, see Abrams’ Oral History Theory, Second Edition, 175-194. In this chapter, 
she notes that though crisis oral history projects sometimes do not equate to the needs of victims, oral 
history can provide them with agency and shorten the distance between narrative and interpretation. This 
author uses this insight to inform the conversation between local people and the federal narrative. Along 
these same lines, transcripts have aided most of this portion of the paper which presents its own challenges 
without actual audio of the interview.  
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The collection of stories compiled by Moncrief on the situation in Hancock 
County in 1961 portrays the difficulties of tackling the issue of the space center’s 
construction and acquisition process even in the early stages of development. While 
many saw it as a tragic move from a place that had generations’ worth of familial ties and 
history or a strong sense of community, it was also shaded by jingoistic motivation of 
international prestige and national security sacrifice for the greater good in the face of 
what was perceived as a great Soviet threat.  
The oral historians tasked with interviewing people for the Stennis Space Center 
Oral History Project stayed close to the space center itself. It is important to note that 
many of the people displaced for the testing site did not move away from the place. Many 
stayed nearby and lived in outlying communities like Pearlington and Picayune, 
Mississippi. When NASA claimed 140,000+ acres for the test facility, 13,500 acres of the 
site were the foundation for the facility itself and the 126,500 remaining acres were 
established as an acoustical buffer zone to absorb the acoustics of static engine firing. 
While preparing research for the story of the space center, oral historians looked to these 
communities right outside the buffer zone to locate interview subjects. 
On May and July of 1993, Dr. Charles Bolton, one of the interviewers for the 
project, interviewed three of these former residents that provided insightful perspectives 
on the space center’s existence in relation to the local people. The first of these interviews 
was a dual interview with Mrs. J.W. Hover and Mrs. J.R. Boutwell. Hover was born in 
the town of Nicholson, Mississippi, another outlying community near the space center. 
Boutwell was born in Napoleon, Mississippi, one of the communities displaced for the 
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project.81 The two narrators painted a vivid picture of the way in which the area dealt 
with the tragedy of dispossession. One example is the narrators’ recollection of the 
announcement made to the public on the displacement. 
The official historical account that says the people already knew the subject of the 
announcement Stennis made in Logtown, but Boutwell contradicts this. When asked by 
Bolton if she knew what Stennis was coming to talk about, she said:  
“No. It just startled—some of them were just screaming, ‘Oh, pay us 
off,’—people had just been here a little while, you know, and didn’t know 
anything about it…And there we were standing just shocked to death, thinking 
our homes were going to be taken from under us.”82 
 
According to Boutwell, the abruptness of the announcement not only shocked and 
devastated many of the people, but also caused deaths of older generations throughout the 
community. Boutwell recalled at least two deaths related to the “worry” associated with 
the forced move.83 Likewise, Alton Kellar, working in the lumber industry, also recalled 
the deaths of local residents, including his father, at the announcement of the facility: 
  “He couldn’t take it, no. He was old and, of course, that happened to 
several people. I know Mr. Smith and one other, a [Thornton] Brown fellow, the same 
thing happened to them. They just said that the shock was too great for them. Of course, I 
don’t know how they knew something like this, but it certainly happened.”84  
 
 In addition to the death of his father, Kellar also lost several types of property and 
found himself in clash after clash with both NASA and the Army Corps of Engineers. 
  “I had a lot of hogs. My daddy and my whole family had a lot of—it 
wasn’t wild hogs, but we’d call them up and feed them and all that. But we lost all of that 
when they came in. They’d let you go in there and get your cattle, but they wouldn’t let 
you fool with any hogs. So they trucked in, and really people that worked down there, 
 
81 Mrs. J.R. Boutwell and Mrs. J.W. Hover, interview with Dr. Charles Bolton, The Mississippi Oral 
History Program, May 14, 1993: 3. 
82 Ibid., 3. 
83 Ibid., 4. 
84 Alton Kellar, interview with Dr. Charles Bolton, The Mississippi Oral History Program, July 16, 1993: 
6.  
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you know, they sent them over and had them cured and all of that. They just really, really 
took them to the slaughterhouse. They’d shut them up and feed them and take them on 
down there and have them cured for their own use.”85 
 
Kellar also faced property loss he ascribed to a conflict with the Corps of Engineers. 
After having his property taken through perpetual easement, Kellar, an elected member of 
the Board of Supervisors for Hancock County, tried to get the Corps to repair a road and 
ended up suspending operations. The Corps supervisor did not take kindly to Kellar’s 
intercession on behalf of local business:  
“Of course, they hadn’t paid us for our roads anywhere. You know, they 
paid all the rest of the utilities and all. And we met that morning and Lucian Gex 
was our attorney and we told him what happened. He said, ‘Well, look, they 
haven’t paid you for these roads. Your supervisor can go up there and just stop 
them.’ So two of us did. Man, they came to the table then and negotiated, paying 
us for the road, I think, $480,000, which was a lot of money at that time. But I had 
a colonel with the Corps of Engineers told me that day said, ‘You’re going to be 
sorry the day that you embarrass the federal government.’ I said, ‘Well, sir, I 
didn’t mean to do that. But you paid the rest of the utilities, and we thought it 
wasn’t nothing but right for you to pay us.’ The next day they condemned my 
property and took it in a fee, mineral rights, everything.”86 
 
Kellar’s two accounts demonstrate that land acquisition was not always a simple black 
and white issue. It was more complicated than that, and local people understood those 
complications. Moreover, Kellar believed federal officials silenced the local narrative in a 
profound way that local residents understood. “You couldn’t even question why they did 
it,” he explained. “I know why they did it. I know exactly why they did it.”87 In Kellar’s 
view, the condemnation decision came as a clear example of the Corps’ reprisal for 
 
85 Ibid., 10. 
86 Ibid., 7. Chapter 7 of The Land Speaks: New Voices at the Intersection of Oral and Environmental 
History broaches similar topics of the Corps of Engineers’ involvement in “modernization” projects. Robert 
Shapard details the level of erasure the Corps took to the community near the Savannah River Valley and 
the ways in which it challenged both the community’s existence and re-drew the local residents’ 
relationship with the state. The Death of Luigi Trastulli also sheds light on the sometimes-contradictory 
nature of first-person accounts and official narratives. Again, especially applying here; the Corps of 
Engineers and NASA claim land acquisition was done fairly while this account clearly troubles the story. 
87 Ibid., 7. 
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Kellar’s resistance. His narrative accentuates the animosity local residents held against 
the developers. 
These examples from 1993 show that the official account, in fact, leaves much of 
the detail out. Through descriptions of the “sacrificial” nature of the land acquisition and 
martyrizing language, of the Herring account seems like a rhetorical move to settle the 
quarrels over the facility’s development. By utilizing the notion of “sacrifice” in this 
account, the official narrative obscures the active contests to government acquisition and 
stewardship of the land, as well as the acute losses former landowners faced. The 
firsthand accounts of local people deserve much more attention in this regard. They 
illuminate a silenced set of narratives.88 
  
 
88 Seeing Like a State. Ramp Hollow. 
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4.4 “Was it worth it?” 
 
A key question looms. Was it really worth it to develop this facility in the 140,000 
acres that was assigned to it? At least some on both sides—NASA and locally—believe 
not. 
Karl Heimburg, Wernher von Braun’s chief for engine testing, discussed the 
origins of the test facility in 1989. When asked whether or not people at the NASA 
facility in Huntsville, (Marshall Space Flight Center) resisted the Mississippi facility’s 
establishment, Heimburg said, “Yes, that is what I mentioned. We tried our best, 
especially von Braun, ‘we do not need it because of the impossibility you cannot launch 
80 vehicles per year.’”89 Mr. Ronald Tepool, a test engineer with Heimburg, also agreed 
with this assessment and noted, just as Heimburg did, the political circumstances that 
facilitated the facility’s inception.90 Heimburg and Tepool also noted Huntsville’s more 
than adequate test infrastructure, which was already established by the time the 
Mississippi facility was being constructed. Heimburg, on this point, said, “No, 
Huntsville, alone, could have taken care of the total problem, as it really came out.”91 
These scientific voices not only rebut the necessity for the facility’s inception, but also 
bolster local critiques of the true worth of the facility’s contributions to Hancock 
County.92 As a modernizing agent, the space center has done much to help the 
 
89 Karl Heimburg, interview with Andrew Dunar and Stephen Waring, Marshall Space Flight Center 
History Project, May 2, 1989: 12. 
90 Mr. Ronald Tepool, interview with the author, November 26, 2019. While Tepool noted the significance 
of the project, he also heavily emphasized the political nature that NASA operates through and how that 
seemed to have much more sway than the need to produce more test stands for production. As a 
subordinate to Heimburg, this may have also shaded his perception of the Mississippi facility, but his 
insight also allows the author to understand that the resistance to the Mississippi facility was also part of a 
larger reluctance to put it there. Not just Huntsville elite, but also workers at the lower level. 
91 Heimburg, 11. 
92 Boutwell, 9. Kellar, 10. 
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surrounding area, but do those contributions outweigh the displacement of local 
communities and the challenges it presented to the people and the place? 
One local analysis takes a musical form. In the song “Logtown,” the Peasall 
Sisters, a bluegrass group of three sisters, used the experience of their grandmother, who 
was displaced for the project, to capture the ways local people felt. They sing, “Leaves 
quickly change, our whole world did, too, made to leave our homes, leave everything we 
knew…No one comes, and no one goes, and hardly anybody knows, once a town that is 
no more, stood upon that Pearl River shore…”93 As the Peasall Sisters sing, the 
melancholy rings through the chords of their tale of a town destroyed and lives ruined. 
The words of the residents that once lived there ring through, too. Mrs. J. W. Hover said, 
“We’ve never been happy since we had to move.”94 Mrs. J.R. Boutwell echoed her 
sentiments. “There were a lot of dreams there for the future and what we’d planned for 
our home and for our life. And, you know, when all things go falling, tumbling down, 
well, I don’t know, it does something to you that never can be rebuilt again.”95 These 
perspectives not only reveal the tragedies of the displacements made for Stennis Space 
Center, they also demonstrate the power of a local knowledge and the continued 
resistance against a silencing narrative. The sense of loss associated with the taking of 
their homesites was something that continued to linger with residents decades later. As 
the Peasall Sisters’ song demonstrates, these losses also reached later generations. 
Another of these important examples arises from the small African American 
community adjacent to Logtown called The Point. In The Point, some saw their 
community as a unique space of racial harmony. Mildred Wheat said of Logtown, 
 
93 The Peasall Sisters, “Logtown,” track 4 on Home to You, Dualtone Music Group, 2005, compact disc. 
94 Boutwell and Hover, 7. 
95 Ibid., 16. 
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“‘Everybody was happy; there were no real problems…Everybody helped one another, 
black or white, they were right there with you. Wherever we go, the people who stayed in 
Logtown are glad to see one another. We hug and we say, it was different there.’”96 Much 
like Wheat, and also like Boutwell and Hover, Lillie Sams, another resident of The Point 
spoke of the removal, “‘We regretted having to move, we regretted it, but there was 
nothing we could do about it…We got little or nothing and not what we were supposed to 
get…it put us all in a lot of debt. I would go back today if I could.’”97  
 
Figure 10 The Big Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church in The Point, 1963. 
As they look on from the periphery, even today, NASA silences their stories. The 
agency crafted a narrative of tragic sacrifice paving the way for the Saturn V to travel 
into the stars. While the space program achieved the goals Stennis and other politicians 
 
96 Bennie Shallbetter, “Getting to the Point,” The Sea Coast Echo (Bay St. Louis, MS), date unknown.  
97 Bennie Shallbetter, “The Ladies of Logtown,” The Sea Coast Echo (Bay St. Louis, MS), October 5, 
2003. 
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set out for it, NASA continues to alienate the people that live in the space center’s 
vicinity. Those people will not forget the stories of their ancestors and the land on which 
they lived. 
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